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ENDANGERED RESEARCH: THE
PROLIFERATION OF E-BOOKS AND THEIR
POTENTIAL THREAT TO THE FAIR USE CLAUSE
I. THE INTERNET AND E-BOOKS: THE NEW TECHNOLOGY'S
PRESENT AND FUTURE
A. AN INTRODUCTION TO E-BOOK TECHNOLOGY
As the Internet continuously changes the way people communicate, how
businesses conduct routine transactions, and the process by which lawyers
do research, another development is slowly gaining steam, threatening to
revolutionize the way people are fundamentally taught to learn. E-book
technology, a fairly recent and constantly evolving medium, is poised to
transform the way literature is delivered to the reader. As e-book technology
becomes more advanced, so do the advantages that a digital literary medium
can provide over a printed book.
The amount of literature our society has in printed form is uncountable.
In 1450, Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing press and set into motion
the vast collections of written typeset information familiar today.' It has
been this method of book publication that has proliferated the world for
centuries; only now are we about to witness perhaps the greatest shake-up
in literature since Gutenberg's printing press.
E-books are slowly encroaching into the technological/digital media
landscape. E-books allow a reader to read a book on a portable, hand-held
device or on his or her computer. Rather than go to a bookstore to purchase
a book when it is released in hardcover (and possibly have to wait for a copy,
if demand exceeds the available supply), a reader can log on to the publisher's
website and download the book into his portable e-book device or computer.
He can then use the digitized information like he would a normal printed
book; he can even "turn" the pages or save his place with an electronic
bookmark.2
I ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ONLINE, available at http://www.digitalcentury.com/encyclo/
update/print.html#Gutenberg (last visited Feb. 3, 2002).
' Bob Pimm, Riding the Bullet to the E-Book Revolution, 18 ENT. & SPORTS LAW., 1, 15 (2000).
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E-book technology is based on the same sort of digital technology from
which music MP3s are composed. Many companies today are competing for
the e-book user.' These books are offered for sale online, the user pays a fee
to download the book, and the book can be read on a portable device." It is
here that the e-book differs from a normal book. Instead of reading a book
with pages, the e-book device serves as a mini-computer that can change
pieces of literature at the whim (and click of the mouse) of the user.
Microsoft, one of the world's largest computer software companies, is
getting into the e-book business as well. Its plans for the Microsoft Reader
will allow e-book users to use e-books on a wide range of display platforms.'
The Microsoft Reader has been released for personal computers, laptops, and
the personal palm devices.' Dick Brass, the vice president of technology
development for Microsoft and leader of the team behind the Microsoft
Reader, said in reference to the familiar book publishers," 'I see dead people
everywhere . . . [a]nd they don't know they're dead.' ", Both Brass and
Microsoft CEO Bill Gates envision an e-book future with Microsoft at the
forefront. Indeed, "[t]he two executives share a vision of universal access on
portable devices to any book, with a significant portion of this vast store of
human knowledge available in the Microsoft Reader e-book format."8 With
Microsoft commanding such a large percentage of software used on
computers in America today, its jumping on the e-book bandwagon makes
the future of e-books appear robust.
Unlike music files, which are unencrypted and thus give rise to pirated
songs and software to transmit them as Napster does, the e-book publishers
have created encryption technology to help prevent an e-book from being
distributed any further than the original user who paid money to download
the book." This digital rights management (DRM) for e-books is thus a boon
to authors and publishers.
I Id. at 15.
4 Id
' Dominic Gates, E-book Evangelist: Microsoft's Brash Dick Brass Leads the Revolution that CouldBury
Dead Trees, The Industry Standard, Sept. 25, 2000, at 128.
6 Id at 129.
I at 128.
SId. at 129.
Pimm, supra note 2, at 19.
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No longer will publishers need to pay the enormous expense of printing,
distribution, and maintaining an inventory of books in stock." Now, books
can be made available online, with individual readers simply downloading an
exact replica of the book they desire. The cost of book production will thus
decrease substantially, and-the ease at which authors themselves can post
books online without the help of a publisher will increase as well.
A good illustration of this trend is the recent Stephen King novel that he
released himself, at the website of his publisher, Simon & Schuster, Inc."
His book, Riding the Bullet, was downloaded more than 500,000 times in the
first 48 hours of its release. At $2.50 per copy, this method of distribution
appears to be a financial success for King and his publication, even if many
of the initial downloads were free promotions.' 2 Indeed, "the financial
implications of King's foray into e-books are still staggering. It took fewer
than two days to sell 500,000 copies without printing, shipping, storage,
wholesaler/distribution middlemen, or other traditional publisher costs.""
The first major release of a famous author's work exclusively on the Internet
thus appeared to be well on the way to opening the door to future works
exclusively published online.
At issue in the future for publishing companies and authors, however, is
how to prevent users from downloading more than one copy of a work and
also ensuring that an individual user pay each time he downloads. Stephen
King's second foray into e-book technology best illustrates this problem with
an unencrypted, voluntary e-book distribution system. The first installment
of his second book, The Plant, went online July 24, 2000." After 76 percent
of the people who downloaded the first installment paid the requisite one
dollar charge, fewer than 70 percent opened their wallets to pay the one
dollar fee for the second installment.'
Exhorting his readers to pay the one dollar fee for each installment " 'or
this won't work,' ,t6 King was faced with the problem of multiple
"0 Stephen Manes, Surfing and Stealing: An Author's Perspective, 23 COLLUM./VLA J.L. & ARTS 127,
132 (1999).
n1 Pimm, supra note 2, at 1.
12 Id.
13 Id.
" W(b)ither 'The Plant'?. Stephen King's Internet-only Novel isAttractingFewerPaying Customers (Sept.
22, 2000), at http://www.cnn.com/2000/books/news/09/22/wither.king/.
15 Id.
16 Id.
2001]
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downloads per user and people opting not to purchase the installment at the
time of download and then not returning to pay at a later date. This
illustrates the need that authors and publishers will have in the future to
encrypt their books so only one download will be available per person, for
a set fee.
Stephen King's e-books were released using assorted encryption
techniques."7 However, use of encryption did not stop copies of the e-book,
Riding the Bullet, from being released on unauthorized websites and chat
rooms all over the Internet. 8 This encryption (basically at its earliest stages
of development since e-book popularity is still small and the industry itself
still fairly new) was a 40-bit encryption that allowed hackers to break the
code within only a few hours after Riding the Bullet hit the Internet
community. 9 Thus, encryption technology must improve for publishers
and authors to realize the large profits that can come from removing so
many expensive processes in the publishing cycle. When the encryption
process improves, e-book publishers can reap the rewards in the digital
world.
However, advanced technology, including a new 128-bit encryption now
permitted by the United States government for e-books published in this
country, stands ready to end the ease with which hackers break encryption
of these commodities. 0 Indeed, this heightened encryption will "greatly
improve security; however, industry leaders are continuing the push to make
[e-book] effective consumer-level [encryption technology] a fundamental part
of e-book distribution."21  By enacting hard-to-break encryption codes on
their software, e-book publishers are trying to succeed in preventing any
unauthorized copying from taking place involving their software.
At present, banks that conduct financial business online are quickly
phasing out 40-bit encryption codes and implementing the safer, more stable
128-bit encryption for transactions between customers. Obviously, banks
are very concerned about online financial transactions. Fraud in the
encryption process can allow pirates to steal credit card numbers, acquire
account access, and commit a myriad number of other financially devastating
17 Pirnm, supra note 2, at 19.
11 Id
19 Id
"' Id at 19.
[Vol. 9:163
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cybercrimes to unsuspecting bank customers. Thus, it follows that an
institution that entrusts millions of customers' dollars in transactions to an
encryption technique is probably confident in the ability of the encryption
to prevent unauthorized viewing or distribution.22 It is this increase in
encryption technology that is predicted to be the worst for teachers,
scholars, and the like in accessing this new breed of online, digital literature.
B. HOW E-BOOK TECHNOLOGY WILL AFFECT THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION
An interesting development in the e-book technology field is the use of
e-books in the classroom. This is not just a futuristic concept. Already in
today's graduate school classrooms, students are learning from electronic
books that pose substantial questions regarding copyright and fair use issues.
One company, Vital Source Technologies, is capitalizing on e-book
technology for dental textbooks. Its VitalBook is an e-book on DVD disk
that allows individual dental schools to tailor the book to fit their teaching
programs.23 The book is constantly updated, allowing for new developments
in dentistry. However, in order for the student to use the book, he or she
must pay yearly fees.24 In addition, after graduating, the student must
continue to pay the yearly fee or else be barred from using the DVD
"2 See First Union, 128-BitEncryption, at http://www.firstunion.com/128/128faq.html Oast visited
Jan. 22, 2002). First Union's online banking website disclaims the following:
Currently, there are international grade browsers (40-bit), and there are domestic
grade browsers (128-bit and 56-bit). The 128-bit browser offers the highest level of
encryption generally available to the public in North America today and provides
very strong protection when transmitting confidential data over the Internet.
40-bit encryption means there are [two to the fortieth power] possible decoder
keys that could be used to decode your account information. That means there are
many billions (a 1 followed by 12 zeros) of possible keys.
128-bit encryption means there are [two to the 128th power] possible decoder keys
that could be used to decode your account information. There are many billions (a
1 followed by 26 zeros) of possible keys. According to Netscape, 128-bit encryption
is 309,485,009,821,345,068,724,781,056 times more powerful than 40-bit
encryption ....
For Online Banking, First Union currently requires 40-bit encryption, but
strongly recommends that you use 128-bit encryption. For Bill Pay and Brokerage
transactions First Union requires that you use 128-bit encryption.
Id.
23 Thomas E. Weber, Protecting Copyrights: How E-Books will be like Parking Meters, WALL ST. J.,
Sept. 11, 2000, at B1.
24 Id
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textbook at all.25 Therefore, unlike print textbooks that students use in most
universities, the textbooks which dental students utilize employing Vital
Source's technology cannot be used after the student graduates and enters the
world of medicine unless the student-turned-dentist is willing to pay
additional fees for his old textbooks. This can be attributed to the encryp-
tion that Vital Source puts in its e-book DVDs. The average user does not
have the wherewithal to break the code. Thus, Vital Source succeeds in
marketing and selling a digital book that will keep providing money to the
company even after the purchase is complete.
A question posed in the Questions and Answers section of Vital Source's
web page asked whether or not students could share their e-books. Vital
Source responded, saying," 'Only registered students and faculty are legally
allowed to use ... the VitalBook DVD. Any unauthorized use.., is subject
to legal action.' "26
Vital Source later retracted that statement. Rick Johnson, Vital Source's
chief technical officer, said, "Of course you can show it to someone. You
just can't make copies of it or transfer the license.""' Vital Source is just now
beginning to grapple with the legal issues surrounding its new medium. As
a textbook marketer, it serves a dual purpose of earning a profit and
educating students. Students, however, will not benefit from a textbook that
will not work after graduation from dental school.
New York University's (NYU) dental school has adopted Vital Source's
technology for use in its classrooms. At its dental school, dental students
will pay almost $5,000 for use of the VitalBooks for the four-year program.28
The NYU Dental School dean told the Wall StreetJournal that the $5,000 fee
is approximately what a NYU student could expect to pay for the texts in
print form over four years.29 This, however, does not take into account
material that students could buy used at a used bookstore or check out from
the library for a short period of time."
25 Id.
26 Id
27 Id,
28 Weber, supra note 23, at B1.
29 Id
30 Id
[Vol. 9:163
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Vital Source's web site boasts that books are "no longer sold to students
for a one-time payment. . . . Continually updated information is now
licensed to students for a recurring yearly fee." 3
It is important to realize that "[e-book technology] is definitely not based
on free libraries. The havoc wreaked by Napster on the recording industry
has energized other content providers, including book publishers. The
future of the Internet Economy may hinge on copyright holders developing
an acceptable way to commercialize digital content."3 2 Indeed, the fallout
from the publishers' fear of rampant copying could change users from
readers into licensees."
The question must be asked: Is a book that cannot be accessed without
paying a fee a benefit to the student? And another more important question
also exists: Does this system mesh with established copyright law?
C. THE FAIR USE DEFENSE
The Constitution of the United States provides that "[t]he Congress shall
have the power ... to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by
securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive rights to
their respective writings and discoveries." 4 It is through this Intellectual
Property clause in the Constitution that Congress has used its power to
regulate copyrights. The first copyright statute was passed in 1790, and the
current statute, the 1976 Copyright Act, came into effect on January 1,
1978."
The Constitution is essential to the understanding of the copyright acts,
as its stated goals are threefold: Copyright should not be used by publishers
for censorship purposes, the public domain should be protected, and the
public deserves access to the copyrighted material.36 The doctrine of fair use,
codified in the 1976 Copyright Act at 17 U.S.C. 5 107, is a basic element of
copyright law that "allow[s] the public to make limited uses of copyrighted
31 Id
32 Gates, supra note 5, at 128.
33 Weber, supra note 23, at BI.
", U.S. CONST. art. I., S 8, cl. 8.
Is KENNETH D. CREWS, COPYRIGHT, FAIR USE, AND THE CHALLENGE FOR UNIVERSITIES, 21
(1993).
"L. Ray Patterson, Understanding The Copyright Clause, 47 J. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y U.S.A. 367, 368
(2000).
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materials, particularly if the uses have social benefits."'37 The fair use doctrine
helps prevent the copyright owners' exclusive rights from interfering with
the Framers' stated purpose of the promotion of learning. 8 Fair use, in
essence, serves two functions. First, it allows an escape for would-be
infringers who copy parts of a work for research or scholarly purposes.
Second, it prevents the copyright holders from limiting access to the
copyrighted work so much as to interfere with the promotion of learning,
a constitutionally-stated objective.
Fair use is certainly not a broad, over-arching defense to copyright
infringement. Indeed, its limited coverage is necessary so that there is still an
incentive for authors to produce creative works. 9 Thus, fair use as a defense
should be contained to its natural limits, and "within those limits a privilege
for education is justified and indeed imperative for achieving copyright's
goals ... The creator [of a copyrighted work] still retains exclusive rights,
but fair use adjusts the balance to better serve the constitutional purpose.""
It is important to understand the fair use defense as it relates to copy-
righted works in this country because the future of Internet technology and
its relationship to research and scholarly work hangs in this balance.
Teachers and scholars routinely depend on the fair use defense as a means to
escape liability for copying works for classroom use or research purposes.
With the encryption technology being utilized by e-book publishers, the fair
use defense itself is being threatened, as encryption devices prevent the e-
book from being copied at all, in whole or in part, for use in the classroom
without paying an additional licensing fee or buying a whole new e-book.
The elimination of the fair use defense is a very real threat that has
arrived with the digital revolution. Even now, electronic companies are
manufacturing new videocassette recorders that threaten to get around the
important United States Supreme Court copyright case, Sony Corp. of
America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.
41
In Sony, the Supreme Court used fair use as its rationale for allowing the
defendant to copy videotapes off the air for personal use. It has been argued
" Crews, supra note 35, at 22.
id .a at 24-25.
, Id at 23.
40 Id
" 464 U.S. 417,220 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 665 (1984). In Sony, the Supreme Court in a 5-4 decision held
that an individual who recorded copyrighted movies in his home did not infringe the copyright of a
motion picture company. Id.
[Vol. 9:163
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that "[t]he fair use doctrine as a judicial creation, however, was irrelevant to
an individual's use of a work for personal purposes. "42 Therefore, although
Sony may have used an incorrect rationale, its outcome is still a correct one.
Indeed, a ruling for the plaintiffs in Sony "would have been to tie the hands
of the individual user who desires to use the work for learning by giving the
copyright holder the right to control use of the physical object, for example,
the book, in which the work is embodied."43
Had Sony gone the other way, VCRs manufactured after 1984 might not
have had the "Record" feature. The VCR would simply be a dumb device
only able to play videocassettes. It is apparent that despite Sony, the movie
industry is thriving. Movies are routinely broadcast on network and cable
television stations after being released in theaters. Video chains like
Blockbuster continue to rent videocassettes of new releases and old classics
to eager consumers. The perceived losses by the plaintiffs in Sony have not
materialized. As we move toward a digital age in both cinema and literature,
should we not look at Sony as a guide for future regulation?
In a threat to the Sony decision, manufacturers of VCRs are now selling
new recorders that are actually computers that save the television programs
as digital files on a hard disk and use a modem to handle the actual recording
and playing functions." These new cassette recorders "could easily be
programmed to keep track of the time shifting engaged in by a household
and report that information to a central site where charges could be imposed.
Will this technology mean that recording for purposes of time shifting is no
longer fair use?"45
The merging of the old analog technology-like videocassettes-with the
new digital media is currently taking place. The same is true for literature;
Stephen King's foray into Internet-released e-books is illustrative of a larger
move toward digital technology. The repercussions of this move, however,
are still murky. One thing is clear already: use of encryption technology and
other technical devices is marginalizing or eliminating fair uses of creative
works.
A worse situation portends the future of e-book encryption. The fair use
defense is eliminated when access to the work is completely denied to non-
42 Patterson, supra note 36, at 386.
" a at 387.
" Edmund W. Kitch, Can the Internet Shrink Fair Use? 78 NEB. L. REv. 880, 883 (1999).
45 Id
2001]
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paying customers. It is as if a fee were required to enter a library or take a
book off the shelf at the bookstore. Before analyzing the elimination of the
fair use defense, however, it is necessary to understand the fair use law itself.
The fair use defense, codified in the 1976 Copyright Act as 17 U.S.C.
107, reads as follows:
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A,
the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by
reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other
means specified by that section, for purposes such as criti-
cism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multi-
ple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not
an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the
use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the
factors to be considered shall include-
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether
such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit
educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or
value of the copyrighted work.
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a
finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration
of all the above factors."'
The fair use defense is a way for authors to do research and create their
own unique works. It is important to note that the fair use defense is just
that; it is a defense that can only be asserted after there has been a showing
of infringement."
Fair use is a doctrine that has been interpreted differently by many courts.
The House Reports recognized that it was merely restating the present
judicial state of fair use. Therefore, it is important to look at the case law."
17 U.S.C. S 107 (1995).
"WILLIAM F. PATRY, THE FAIR USE PRIVILEGE IN COPYRIGHT LAw, 413 (2d ed. 1995).
4 IL.
[Vol. 9:163
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The Supreme Court case of Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. described
the four factors to be weighed when determining fair use and expounded on
what to look for when examining whether a copyright has been infringed. 9
In Campbell, the court expounded on the four factors to be taken into
account, and emphasized that all four were to be weighed together indetermining fair use." Campbellinvolved a suit by Acuff-Rose Music against
the rap group 2 Live Crew for 2 Live Crew's song "Pretty Woman," which
2 Live Crew claimed was a parody of Roy Orbison's "Oh, Pretty Woman."51
The fact that the parody was a commercial product was only one of the four
factors in the analysis, and the Court said it should be weighed along with
the other three factors.5 2
In dealing with the second factor, that of the nature of the copyrighted
work, the Court said that if the work is valuable to society, the second factor
would weigh against the original creators in favor of a fair use copying. 3
Thus, the societal value of the infringing work is taken into account when
deciding whether or not the fair use defense applies.
The third factor, "the amount and substantiality of the portion used in
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole," also was dealt with in
Campbell." This factor, according to the court, should be used by the judge
to analyze whether the infringing author has taken more than was necessary
and if the sections taken were substantial.55
Commentators and judges agree that the fourth factor, that of weighing
the effect on the copyright owner's potential market, is the most important
factor.56 In Campbell, the Supreme Court said that both parties should have
addressed whether 2 Live Crew's parody destroyed the potential derivative
market for Acuff-Rose to record a non-parody version." Because neither
party addressed this issue, the Supreme Court held for 2 Live Crew.
" Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1961 (1994).
'Kevin Davis, Fair Use on the Internet: A Fine Line Between Fair and Foul, 34U.S.F.L. REV. 129, at
142 (1999).
s1 Id at 141.
52 Id at 142.
S3 Jayashri Srikantiah, The Response of Copyright to the Enforcement Strain of lnexpensive Copying
Technology, 71 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1634, 1662 (1996).
17 U.S.C. 107(3).
ss Srikantiah, supra note 53, at 1662.
'6 Id. at 1663.
s7 Davis, supra note 50, at 143.
20011
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An interesting aspect of the Supreme Court's ruling in Campbell is the
crack it leaves in the digital copyright's armor. Indeed:
The most significant aspect of the Court's ruling [in Camp-
bell] is the affirmation of the proposition that commercial
use does not presumptively rule out fair use. Setting aside
for a moment the parody aspect of Campbell, the decision
could be relevant to an individual who uses music obtained
from the Internet to make a new work.... Once digitized,
it is then possible to isolate certain parts of the song-to
only hear the guitar or to hear everything but the vocals. At
this point, the user can manipulate the recording, add new
music to it, and create a new work. While this process would
certainly constitute copyright infringement, Campbell opens a
door, albeit a small one, through which to escape a charge of
infringement."s
While Campbell arguably opens the door to this escape hatch, the new
technologies proliferating the Internet today will quickly slam that door
shut, and double-lock it as well-preventing people from even accessing the
copyrighted material, unless the law prevents these producers from doing so.
U. THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT AND ITS
EFFECT ON THE FAIR USE DEFENSE
The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) is the United States
government's most recent attempt to combat copyright infringement in the
new areas of digital technology, including the Internet. 9 The DMCA was
promulgated to ensure that the United States complied with various
international treaties.6" The DMCA took full effect on October 28, 2000.61
The DMCA is very kind to copyright owners. While there are many parts
to the DMCA, there is one section of the Act that is relevant to e-book use
Id (emphasis added).
I 1d at 163. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act can be found at 17 U.S.C. S 1201 (2001).
Copyright Office Summary of Digital Millennium Copyright Act (Dec. 1998), availableat http://
www.loc.gov/copyright/legislation/dmca.pdf (last visited Feb. 3, 2002).
61 17 U.S.C. S 1201(a)(1)(A) (2001).
[Vol. 9:163
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and the elimination of fair use. The DMCA can be used in the future by the
e-book publishers to maximize profits and ensure the destruction of the fair
use defense by taking advantage of the strict decryption prohibitions
contained within that statute.62
Title I of the DMCA reads in part: "No person shall circumvent a
technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected
under this title."63 This provision is, in effect, an absolute bar against
decryption of digital works. As this provision is worded, "[it] is intended to
prohibit users from disabling mechanisms created to block illegal access or
copying."' Thus, the DMCA takes the 1976 Copyright Act and adds a fresh
layer of statutory protection to copyright holders who are fearful of the
digital age and the myriad number of ways around encryption technology.
The problems the DMCA poses for scholarly research when e-book
technology flourishes are drastic and far-reaching. Section 1201(d) reads:
Exemption for nonprofit libraries, archives, and educational
institutions-(1) A nonprofit library, archives, or educa-
tional institution which gains access to a commercially
exploited copyrighted work solely in order to make a good
faith determination of whether to acquire a copy of that
work for the sole purpose of engaging in conduct permitted
under this title shall not be in violation of subsection
(a)(1)(A). A copy of a work to which access has been gained
under this paragraph-
(A) may not be retained longer than necessary to make
such good faith determination; and
(B) may not be used for any other purpose.6"
Indeed, "[i]nstead of relying on a fair use defense, the alleged infringer will
have to defend himself for violating the DMCA. Although the Act states
that it is not intended to affect fair use, by cutting off access the anti-
circumvention provisions are in conflict with fair use."' By limiting access
2 17 U.S.c.A. S 1201(a) (2001).
" Davis, supra note 58, at 164 (quoting the DMCA Title 1, 17 U.S.C.A. S 1201(a) (2001)).
Id at 164.
', 17 U.S.C. S 1201(d)(A) and (B) (2001).
Davis, supra note 58, at 165.
2001]
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to online digital works, the copyright holders are guaranteeing a monopoly
over the work and the copyright that supersedes fair use. If the Framers of
the United States Constitution could see the current shape of the Intellectual
Property clause, and in particular the copyright clause, as a result of the
DMCA, chances are they would be stunned.
A. THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS'S RULING ON THE DMCA'S EFFECT ON
THE FAIR USE DEFENSE
The Library of Congress is charged with making "its resources available
and useful to Congress and the American people and to sustain and preserve
a universal collection of knowledge and creativity for future generations."67
It was founded in 1800 and now contains more than 120 million items. It is
the largest library in the world. 8
Contained within the Library of Congress is the Copyright Office. The
Copyright Office deals with copyrighted materials from United States
citizens and people abroad. Its mission is multifaceted; however, the office's
purpose includes the ability to administer the copyright law and serve as a
resource to both domestic and international copyright organizations. 9 It
would therefore be appropriate that the Library of Congress and the
Copyright Office weigh in on the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and its
repercussions.
According to the DMCA, the Librarian of Congress shall make
determinations in the two years before the DMCA's enactment, and during
each succeeding three year period, as to whether the non-infringing uses
under the Act are "adversely affected." 0 When looking into this problem,
"the Librarian shall examine ... the impact that the prohibition on the
circumvention of technological measures applied to copyrighted works has
on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research.""'
Thus, Congress attempted to insert a clause allowing the Librarian to weigh
' Mission Statement of the Library of Congress, tailableat http://www.loc.gov/ndl/ mission.html
(last visited Feb. 3, 2002).
" Statistics from the Library of Congress's website at: http://www.loc.gov/today/fascinate.
htm1#STATS (last visited Feb. 2, 2002).
6 A Brief History and Overview of the United States Copyright Office, availableat http://www.loc.
gov/copyright/docs/circIa.html (last visited Feb. 3, 2002).
7017 U.S.C. S 1201(a)(1)(C) (2001).
71 17 U.S.C. S 1201(a)(i)(C)(iii) (2001).
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in on the proposed statute. The above clause supports the conclusion that
the DMCA drafters realized the effect that a blanket prohibition on
decryption would have on the digital world. Unfortunately, they did not
take any proactive steps themselves to prevent the destruction of fair use;
they simply left it up to another government body.
It is also appropriate for the Library of Congress to get involved in this
issue. As the storehouse for all of the copyrighted material in this country,
and as part of its mission "to make its collections maximally accessible to (in
order of priority) (A) the Congress; (B) the U.S. Government more broadly;
and (C) the public,"" it would make sense for this government body to have
some input into a process that affects its own collection.
On Friday, October 27, 2000, the United States Library of Congress
issued its rule providing for exemptions to the DMCA's strict policy against
decrypting software codes.7 3 James H. Billington, the United States Librarian
of Congress, issued a statement that listed the two exempt categories of
works that will not fall under the purview of the DMCA's strict prohibition
against decryption. The two categories of works exempt from S 1201(a)(1)
are: "(1) Compilations consisting of lists of websites blocked by filtering
software applications; and (2) Literary works, including computer programs
and databases, protected by access control mechanisms that fail to permit
access because of malfunction, damage, or obsoleteness." 4 This extremely
limited prohibition, while specifically mentioning "literary works," probably
will not have an effect on e-books because the "literary works" exemption
only applies to software that has been corrupted. Unfortunately, e-books
will still be covered under the DMCA and subject to the strict prohibition
against code cracking.
In a statement released after the Library of Congress's ruling, Robert
Dizard, Jr., staff director of the Copyright Office, said, "We would not
characterize this as a rulemaking to select winners and losers. Congress
indicated in the statute that the record had to clearly support an adverse
effect [to obtain an exemption].""5 Mr. Dizard might not be picking winners
n Mission Statement of the Library of Congress, supra note 67.
73 MargretJohnston,Digital-CopyrightRuleSeenAs VictoryforEntertainmentlndusty (Nov. 1,2000),
at http://www.cnn.com/2000/TECH/computing/11/01/digital.copyright.idg/index.html.
7' Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control
Technologies, 65 Fed. Reg. 64,555, 64,574 (Oct. 27, 2000) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 201).
7s Johnston, supra note 73.
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or losers, but it appears clear that e-books will simply not fall under this
exemption and fair use will be threatened.
In a statement, Mr. Billington emphasized that the new Library of
Congress rule will not cover technological controls (like encryption) on the
use or copying of digital material.7 6 Since e-books are digital material, it
follows that encryption techniques like those used in e-book technology are
not only permitted, but in actuality, decryption is prohibited. These two
narrow exemptions to the Library of Congress's ruling are to be in effect for
three years.77 Therefore, for the foreseeable future, it appears that e-book
encryption technology will serve as a barrier to lawful copying.
B. THE DMCA AND THE UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS V. REIMERDES CASE
Since the DMCA is new, very few rulings exist testing the breadth and
scope of the statute. However, the cases appear to be pointing in a direction
that does not bode well for the fair use doctrine and the constitution. One
case in particular is worth noting, as it deals with encryption, decryption,
and the Internet in general.
In August of 2000, Judge Lewis A. Kaplan of the Southern District of
New York issued a permanent injunction enjoining Web sites from linking
to other sites that contain the code that allows consumers to decrypt DVD
content.7" The case, Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reimerdes, based its ruling
on the DMCA. 9 In Reimerdes, Universal Studios sued, arguing that:
the posting of DeCSS, which decrypts CSS, the Content
Scrambling System or the lock on DVDs, constituted a
copyright circumvention device. The defense raised the
points that CSS also prevents fair use and that computer
code such as DeCSS should be protected under the First
Amendment as a form of speech."0
76 Id
77 Id
78 Id
" Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reirnerdes, 111 F. Supp. 2d 294, 55 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1873
(S.D.N.Y. 2000).
'8 Deborah Durham-Vichr, DeCSS: Round One to Hollywood, But the Fight Continues, CNN.com,
availableat http://www.cnn.com/2000/TECH/computing/08/23/decss.part2.idg/index.html (last visited
Feb. 3, 2002).
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It is clear from the Kaplan opinion that the fair use defense is being
abrogated.
Judge Kaplan noted:
Technological access control measures have the capacity to
prevent fair uses of copyrighted works as well as foul.
Hence, there is a potential tension between the use of such
access control measures and fair use. Defendants are not the
first to recognize that possibility. As the DMCA made its
way through the legislative process, Congress was preoccu-
pied with precisely this issue. Proponents of strong restric-
tions on circumvention of access control measures argued
that they were essential if copyright holders were to make
their works available in digital form because digital works
otherwise could be pirated too easily. Opponents contended
that strong anti-circumvention measures would extend the
copyright monopoly inappropriately and prevent many fair
uses of copyrighted material.
Congress struck a balance. The compromise it reached,
depending upon future technological and commercial develop-
ments, may or may not prove ideal. But the solution it enacted
is clear. The potential tension to which defendants point
does not absolve them of liability under the statute. There
is no serious question that defendants' posting of DeCSS
violates the DMCA.81
It is interesting to see Judge Kaplan's methodology here as he attempts to
deal with the radical departure from fair use under 17 U.S.C. § 107 to the
almost total removal of fair use from digital works under the DMCA. It is
difficult to work around, and because of the limited number of cases dealing
with the DMCA and its encryption prohibitions, Judge Kaplan took from
a wide range of arguments.
Pointing to the potentially devastating financial repercussions that a
published decryption code could have, Kaplan held that "the availability of
" Reimerdes, III F. Supp. 2d at 304 (emphasis added).
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DeCSS on the Internet effectively has compromised plaintiffs' system of
copyright protection for DVDs, requiring them either to tolerate increased
piracy or to expend resources to develop and implement a replacement
system unless the availability of DeCSS is terminated." 2
This argument appears to parallel closely the plaintiffs' argument in Sony
Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc. While the plaintiffs in Sony
admitted that much of the defendant's copying was for time-shifting
purposes (and that is not present on a static DVD disk like in Reimerdes), it
also made an economic argument, arguing that a copyright owner loses
control over the work,83 the actual aired program would lose its appeal
because someone could simply copy it and view it later, 4 and view the taped
copy at a time when they could be viewing another program produced by
the plaintiffs.8" While the economic arguments in Sony were ultimately
rejected in favor of a time-shifting, new-technology argument, a statute
foreclosing the exact same thing in Sony (except in this case, in digital form)
means that Judge Kaplan can-and does-dredge up old economic arguments
to support an already-implemented statute.
Judge Kaplan comes up with an economic analogy of his own. Writing
about the publication of the DeCSS (the decryption code) on the Internet,
Judge Kaplan argues that "[it is analogous to the publication of a bank vault
combination in a national newspaper."6 The same argument could have
been made in Sony; although no new technology is needed to copy a VCR
tape (simply taping a program off the airwaves requires no additional
decryption), copying a movie from television or from another movie rented
at a video store is equivalent to copying a movie from DVD. Unlike in Sony,
however, a Congressional statute specifically prohibits the creation of
decryption of digital works like the DVD. Judge Kaplan's hands were in
effect tied to the statute.
Kaplan also uses another economic argument to support his injunction.
According to Kaplan:
, Id at 315.
Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 451 (1984).
1d at 453.
, Id at 453, n.37.
,6 Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reimerdes, 111 F. Supp. 2d 294, 315.
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The application of DeCSS to copy and distribute motion
pictures on DVD, both on CD-ROMs and via the Internet,
threatens to reduce the studios' revenue from the sale and
rental of DVDs. It threatens also to impede new, potentially
lucrative initiatives for the distribution of motion pictures
in digital form, such as video-on-demand via the Internet. 7
The Internet is a very new creation as far as the general population having
unlimited access to it-the boom in the Internet by the non-student
population has occurred only in the later part of the 1990s. It is still in its
infancy, much like the VCR was in 1984. To assume that money stands to
be lost on the distribution of movies in digital form over the Internet (a
concept that due to slow transmission times is neither practical nor in place
today) is to assume that by allowing consumers to copy movies over the
airwaves would hamper the movie industry, a fact already proved wrong by
eighteen years of post-Sony movie production.
The Library of Congress allowed letters to be submitted with regard to
its ability to change or modify the DMCA rule with exemptions. Many
letters were submitted, from both sides of the issue. In a letter to the
Copyright Office, one writer pointed to Universal City Studios v. Reimerdes
and argued that:
I heartily recommend that all who wrote or administer the
DMCA should make themselves aware of the facts of that
case and ask how the interest of the public is being served?
Is it really in the interest of the public in the long term to
allow access controls that only enrich the wealthy corpora-
tions? . . . Yet in [Universal City Studios v. Reimerdes],
seemingly the first amendment, reverse engineering, or even
a lack of any provable or significant damages is sufficient.
While making his ruling according to the law, the judge seemed
aware that the impact of the DMCA in that case was well
beyond the intention of that law.88
7 Id. at 315.
" From a letter to the Library of Congress by Michael Rolenz, available at
http://www.loc.gov/copyright/reports/ studies/dmca/reply/Replyool.pdf (last visited Feb. 3, 2002)
(emphasis added).
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It is apparent from this and other similar letters that ordinary people
realize the restrictions that the DMCA places on what has been thought of
in the 20th Century as a right is unacceptable. To put digital books in a
special category above printed paper books creates a double standard that is
not only patently unfair, it creates serious disincentives for publishers to
produce books in printed paper form.
Bernard Sorkin, senior counsel for Time Warner, responded to some of
these concerns in a letter to the Copyright Office. Mr. Sorkin talked about
the DMCA's limitation of the first sale doctrine by not allowing copying.
The first sale doctrine prohibits copyright holders from controlling the sale
of their works after the initial first sale of the copyrighted work. 9 Within
this argument is shrouded the fair use argument, for the ability to prohibit
the resale of a book is also the ability to control the book's distribution
through other legal channels, namely library research or classroom use.
Sorkin argued in support of the DMCA encryption prohibition:
Th[e] possibility of distribution of the work to an unlim-
ited number of recipients is a very real one. When that
certainty or near certainty is weighed against the unsup-
ported concerns expressed by some of the [letters from
concerned citizens], it is clear that any decision must come
down on the side of keeping the first sale doctrine to its
present office. A contrary result would mean that content
owners would not dare to make their works available for
transmission on the Internet. This would be a great loss to the
public including the entities and individuals who have submit-
ted comments. o
This is an interesting spin by the senior counsel of one of the major
publishing companies that stands to benefit from the DMCA's strict
decryption prohibition. It is remarkably similar to the arguments made in
the Sony case discussed above. Sorkin attempted to appeal to the baseless
" See Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908) (holding that a copyright holder could not
control the price of a book sold by future purchasers).
o Reply Comments. Bernard R. Sorkin, Senior Counsel, Time Warner, Inc., available at http://
www.loc.gov/copyright/reports/studies/dmca/reply/Reply003.pdf (last visited Feb. 3, 2002) (emphasis
same).
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substantial economic losses and the potential elimination of an Internet
market.
Sorkin tries very hard to distinguish digital works from printed literature.
Arguing against the assertion that digital works should be subject to the first
sale doctrine even though they are easier to copy, Sorkin writes
forebodingly, "It is, perhaps, this lack of appreciation of the huge danger
faced by content owners if digitized works are not adequately protected that
leads to the proposition that digitized transmissions should be subject to the
first sale doctrine just as are tangible copies."91
It is easy to appeal to economic hardships, but it is an argument that
should be futile. This country has seen this exact same kind of clamor over
new technology with the development of VCRs. In Sony, the economic
hardships of the ruling never materialized, and the movie industry and the
videocassette companies are thriving.
James Billington, the Librarian of Congress, has noted that he would
discuss with Congress shortening the three-year time frame of the current
rule.92 It thus appears that the Library of Congress, the Copyright Office,
and Congress realize that they need to reevaluate their laws in light of a re-
examination of the subject.
In addition to these limited exemptions, DMCA S 1201 divides the
technological encryption means into two categories: "[1] measures that
prevent unauthorized access to a copyrighted work and [2] measures that
prevent unauthorized copying of a copyrighted work."" This is the
work/copyright distinction that the proliferation of digital e-books threatens
to destroy. A copyright holder cannot control the work (the first-sale
doctrine is a good example), but he or she can control the copyright, and
thus the publication of the work.
According to the Copyright Office, "[t]his distinction was employed to
assure that the public will have the continued ability to make fair use of
copyrighted works... Section 1201 does not prohibit the act of circumvent-
ing a technological measure that prevents copying." 4 However, "since the
fair use doctrine is not a defense to the act of gaining unauthorized access to
91 li,
92 Johnston, supra note 73.
Copyright Office Summary Of Digital Millennium Copyright Act (Dec. 1998) (emphasis same)
at 3-4, available at http://www.lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/legislation/dmca.pdf (last visited Feb. 4,2002).
14 Id at 4.
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a work, the act of circumventing a technological measure in order to gain
access is prohibited."95 For the past ten years, most statutory copyright law
has dealt with software, as large computer software companies in the United
States have a vested financial interest in ensuring that every computer user
buys copies of popular computer software titles. Now, however, with the
potential rise of e-books, the prevention controls threaten to endanger
learning in other ways.
11. A MERGER OF TECHNOLOGY AND LAW: E-BOOKS, FAIR
USE AND THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT
The technological world is being transformed from an analog society to
a digital one. It happened slowly at first: compact discs supplanted tape
cassettes as the music storage means of choice; DVDs are replacing
videocassettes; and with the rapid development of high-speed computers
many other forms of media are being converted to digital format.
The same is becoming true of electronic books. As documented above,
there is a slow movement from paper-based print books to digital screen-
based electronic literature. While the full breadth of this growth remains
cloudy, it is clear that digital textbooks and the Internet are not going to
disappear. Stephen King's first attempt at an e-book may have been a
financially questionable maneuver, but the wave is just beginning."'
Everyone, from government officials to the Library of Congress to the
student in the classroom, has a vested interest in ensuring that he or she
receives access to digital works for research purposes.
As the largest library in the nation, the Library of Congress should realize
the pitfalls that the DMCA and e-books pose to library research. How a
library can manage an online copyrighted library remains to be seen, and
now that the DMCA prohibits decryption, how can a library patron access
an online e-book without having to purchase a copy for himself?. Unless a
computer is designated to have a certain work on it-basically an e-book that
remains on the one desktop library computer-it would be inaccessible by
the average library patron. And to put an e-book on a designated computer
that would allow others to read it from the screen would be utterly
impractical, with long lines forming around more popular research tools.
s ij
" W(h)ither 'The Plant', supra note 14.
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While it could be argued that a library user cannot copy the book and
bring it home-that would be equivalent to buying the book for free-the
DMCA appears to prevent a library from making multiple copies for
distribution among its computers.9" It does this tacitly: By prohibiting
decryption technology, there is simply no way to make a copy of the
material; the library would have to purchase multiple copies in order to have
a back-up on reserve. One could imagine a library of e-books: because of
the DMCA, only one copy of the e-book is available at one of a thousand
computers. Library patrons line up at the specific computer that holds their
work. It would seem that it would be better for consumers to have print
books available in this situation; a doomsday scenario would make that
impossible-the DMCA's disparate treatment of digital works means it is
more appealing for publishers to make their books available only in digital
form.
The onset of the digital world is remarkably similar to the dawn of the
printing press and the explosion of written literature at that time. The
advent of the printing press in England precipitated the creation of copyright
law in that country, and ultimately the copyright law in the United States.
As will be shown below, the DMCA radically departs from the legislative
and judicial history that shaped copyright law in the United States.
After William Caxton introduced the printing press to England in 1476,
several religious and political events shaped the copyright law in England,
eventually leading to the Statute of Anne in 1710.98 What was so interesting
about the Statute of Anne was the way it limited the monopoly of the
stationers, who had enjoyed a rather broad copyright monopoly prior to
1709." The Statute of Anne limited the stationers' copyright. The
According to 17 U.S.C. S 108, "it is not an infringement of copyright for a library or archives, or
any of its employees acting within the scope of their employment, to reproduce no more than one copy
or phonorecord of a work.., or to distribute such copy or phonorecord, under the conditions specified
by this section."
Further, according to S 108(b) and 108(b)(2):
The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section apply to three copies
or phonorecords of an unpublished work duplicated solely for purposes of
preservation and security or for deposit for research use in another library or
archives.. if ... any such copy or phonorecord that is reproduced in digital format
is not otherwise distributed in that format and is not made available to the public in
that format outside the premises of the library or archives.
L. Ray Patterson, Understanding the Copyright Clause, 47 J. Copyright Soc'y U.S.A. 365, 375-76
(2000).
Id. at 377-382. Arguably, the Statute of Anne's full effects were not realized until Donaldson v.
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provisions of the Statute of Anne restricted the duration and scope of a
copyright holder's monopoly. It broadened the public domain by limiting
copyright to only new works."° The Statute of Anne influenced United
States copyright law, 1' and its effect has been unparalleled until recently.
Not until 1998 did it appear that a serious threat to the Statute of Anne's
legacy would soon occur. But the DMCA threatens the very fabric of the
Statute of Anne, its statutory progeny, and the American case law it spawned
through the decades and centuries. What the DMCA attempts to do through
its strict prohibitory language is to classify digital works as a separate, more
stringent, category of copyright.
By eliminating the ability to create decryption devices (except for the two
narrow exemptions from the copyright office), the DMCA takes the
advances that the Statute of Anne, the copyright clause of the United States
Constitution, and the statutes and case law that have followed in this
country through the generations, and effectively removes them from
consideration. The first sale doctrine, an important addition to copyright
law since Bobbs-Merrill,0 2 could go by the wayside; most importantly,
however, fair use could be thrown away along with it. While the breadth of
the DMCA remains unclear, Judge Kaplan's interpretation makes it obvious
that the strict nature of the wording in the statute will be interpreted to
severely limit-or completely eradicate-the fair use defense.
Fair use is a compromise. It is interesting to note that the fair use
affirmative defense was created in Folsom v. Marsh.'0 3 In Folsom, Judge Story
actually expanded the copyright owners' monopoly by implementing the fair
use defense. In the pre-Folsom world, abridgement was allowed; this meant
that a person could abridge a work and not face infringement actions. For
example, a person could take a 1,000-page work of an author, cut it down
selectively to 600 pages, and pass it off as his own work with no repercus-
sions.
Judge Story's dissatisfaction with the abridgement doctrine led to his
creation of the fair use defense, an expansion of infringement rights in
Folsom. This case was surely greeted with much satisfaction by the
Beckett in 1774.
00 Id at 379-80.
' Id. at 387.
'¢ Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908).
113 Folsom v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. 342 (C.C. Mass. 1875).
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publishing community in 1841, and for over 150 years, the fair use defense
was used to defend copyright infringement in a variety of copyright issues. 4
Fair use is just that-it is use by a student, teacher, or another for the
promotion oflearning. This language mirrors the United States Constitution
of the promotion of "the progress of science ... to authors ... the exclusive
right to their respective writings ... ,"105 Fair use's birth in case law thus has
its foundation in the Constitution.
Fair use occurs every day, but it can be taken for granted. A person who
copies articles or chapters from a journal, book, or other copyrighted work
for a scholarly purpose has used his fair use defense as an excuse for not
purchasing a copy of the work. Under the DMCA, however, a person could
not even borrow a copy of the work from a library or friend due to the
encryption process.
An example of what the DMCA imposes can best be illustrated in a non-
digital context. It is equivalent to a book publisher printing a book with a
device on its cover that permits access to the printed work only with the
correct fingerprint of the original owner. If a page is not turned within
thirty minutes, the cover closes and the owner would need to begin with his
fingerprint again. For all practical purposes, the book cannot be loaned to
anyone because if the book is not used for more than thirty minutes, it shuts
off and requires the original owner's fingerprint. This concept would
essentially expand the copyright to cover the work itself and serve to
drastically broaden the copyright owners' monopoly.
For digital works under the DMCA, the prohibition against decryption
is equivalent to the above example. If A purchases an online e-book at an e-
retailer on the Internet, and downloads the proper format onto his
computer, he can access it all he wants on his computer. At any time of the
day or night, A can turn on his computer, click on his e-book, and read
without any limitation whatsoever (whether or not he could print a hard
copy of the e-book is not the subject of this Note, but given the high cost of
copying, a 200-plus page report using conventional printing methods is a
relatively expensive endeavor). However, should A want to loan his e-book
to B for a week for B to take on vacation, he would have to transfer the
entire reading mechanism (be it a computer, a portable reading device
containing multiple copyrighted works, or something else) to B for the week.
" One case, Campbell v. A cuff-Rose, is given a more in-depth treatment above.
'05 U.S. CONST. art. I, S 8, c1. 8.
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Copying the work itself to put on a diskette to give to B is prohibited under
the DMCA.
Indeed, the act of copying under the DMCA is impossible. Since creating
decryption devices is illegal, it follows that decryption software will be hard
to come by for the average reader. Therefore, a person desiring to use the
fair use defense after he or she knowingly infringes a copyright is prohibited
from even claiming a fair use defense because it is not an option. Fair use is
not just marginalized under the DMCA; the DMCA is threatening to
remove S 107 from the parlance of the law. Under the DMCA, the potential
to even use the fair use defense is questionable.
Despite the DMCA's attempt to separate the work from the copyright,"6
the ultimate result of the DMCA's provision with regards to e-books is to
render libraries at the mercy of the copyright holders. Indeed:
Most likely, the DMCA will ensure that more works come
with licenses and with an obligation to pay for each use or
access. This change could hit libraries particularly hard,
because it will challenge the way in which libraries function
as the archive of our published history. Libraries must be
prepared to review contractsfor the acquisition of digital works
more closely than ever before and bargain forfull access rights.
They must be alert to limitations on access and use of works
that are licensed 0 7
It thus appears that libraries have a serious problem on their hands if
computer e-books take off as the medium of choice for publishers.
There are exemptions within the DMCA for nonprofit libraries, but none
of these exemptions will deal effectively with an upswing in e-book
technology. The statute provides that:
" An example of the DMCA attempting to separate the work from the copyright is the provision
in S 1201 of the DMCA that "divides technological measures into two categories: measures that prevent
unauthorized access to a copyrighted work and measures that prevent unauthorized copying..." From the
Copyright Office Summary of the DMCA, supra note 93.
"0 Arnold P. Lutzker, Primer on the Digital Millennium. "What the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act and the Copyright Term Extension Act mean for the Library Community," page 19, ALA
Washington Office, Mar. 8,1999,availableat http://www.arl.org/info/frn/copy/primer.html (last visited
Feb. 4, 2002) (emphasis same).
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Qualifying public institutions are permitted to circumvent
to gain access to a copyrighted work solely in order to make
a good faith determination whether to acquire a copy of the
work or not. This accessed copy cannot be retained longer
than necessary to make the acquisition determination and
may not be used for any other purpose."°8
E-books evade this library exception. Most importantly, a vast majority of
purchasers of e-books will probably be end-users-consumers who would
ordinarily purchase the book for their bookshelves-not libraries. While the
DMCA tries to distinguish between a copy and access,"° it is impossible to
distinguish a back-up copy from a duplicate for a friend. Ultimately, the
courts will have to severely restrict this provision or abandon it altogether.
Thus, according to the DMCA, libraries do have a recourse, albeit one that
does not address the e-book conundrum. According to the DMCA, a library
could evaluate an e-book using a decryption device, and then decide whether
or not to buy it. However, the e-book issue poses a larger problem because
of the lack of a hard copy. It, thus, appears that if libraries want to continue
to serve the public and provide necessary research, they must make sure "to
bargain for the right to a hard copy.""' Libraries must take control of their
own fate and get the actual printed book to ensure that e-books do not
destroy libraries.
However, it is up to the Library of Congress, the Copyright Office, and
Congress itself to work to revise the DMCA to allow for developing
technology and remove the draconian restrictions on the decryption
technology. A good guide to use is the Sony decision. Despite widespread
fears, the Sony economic catastrophe (at least from the movie producers'
standpoint) never materialized. VCRs, while slowly being replaced by their
digital brethren, DVD players, still sit atop television sets across America,
playing movies rented in video stores or bought in retail outlets. The
perceived threat to the movie industry in early 1984 was just that: it was
merely perceived, and it turned out to be false. VCRs are the same as they
were in 1984, down to the blinking clock that needs to be set. Still, movies
108 Id at 8 (emphasis same).
10 DMCA S 1201, 17 U.S.C. S 1201 (2000).
110 Lutzker, supra note 107, at 20.
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are produced and profits soar. If Sony did not kill the movie industry, why
was the DMCA created with such ardent fear of the same issue?
Perhaps e-books will never catch on. But if they do, and the DMCA is
not changed, we will see the opposite result of Sony. This time, instead of
the courts rationally dealing with the problem like it did with VCRs,
Congress has handed the publishers a potential windfall. Instead of selling
one copy of an e-book to one consumer, an online e-book publisher can
perhaps sell more than one of the same e-book to one consumer. A person who
has an e-book stored on his computer cannot make a back-up copy of the e-
book to another computer or a disk. This would require a decryption
program to decode the encryption that the e-book publisher puts in the e-
book program. If the computer crashes-which is certainly not unusual-the
consumer is the only one who is hurt. His inability to copy even one copy
for back-up purposes leaves him without his purchase."' He has no other
recourse but to purchase another copy from the publisher.
IV. PREPARING FOR A DIGITAL FUTURE
Inevitably the world will be a digital one. The future remains bright;
indeed, the growth of the Internet and the proliferation of online resources
have provided researchers, students, and teachers with a wealth of new ways
of receiving and learning valuable information. Instantaneous news reports
are available within seconds of when the events actually happen.
Unarguably, both the speed and breadth of content of the digital world have
vastly improved research methods.
However, with this explosion in digital media, the one last "ancient"
holdover remains unconquered. If books-the old-fashioned ones that gather
dust on our bookshelves-are replaced largely by digital e-books, the same
issues facing music and movie companies will knock on the book publishers'
doors. And the results may be different than what the public has expected
from the Sony case.
Statutory law has changed. In an attempt to comply with international
treaties, the United States may be approaching a world in which an author
who writes The Great American Novel can publish it in e-book form and
control its initial publication, its subsequent distribution, and even the
. See 17 U.S.C.A. S 117(a)(a) (2001), which allows for the making of an additional copy of a computer
program for archival purposes.
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secondary market. In addition, if a critic were to review the book, unless he
could get a DMCA exemption, he would have to purchase it in order to
critique it. The e-book benefits, therefore, would appear to be outweighed
by the problems fair use brings.
E-books are not going away anytime soon. Indeed, if dental schools are
using them as textbooks, undergraduate universities probably are not very
far behind. If true research and enlightened thought are to occur, the
DMCA needs to be relaxed. The drafters of the DMCA, members of
Congress, and the judiciary need to look at the history of copyright in this
country to see that limiting the publishers' already broad copyright-despite
their vehement pleadings and cries of unfairness-will ultimately prove to be
the best outcome for our digital future.
JASON COHEN
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